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Introduction
Toll-like receptor (TLR) agonists beneficially modulate allergic 

airway inflammation. However, the efficiency of TLR agonists varies 
considerably, and their exact cellular mechanisms (especially of TLR 
2/6 agonists) are incompletely understood. It has also been investigated 
at a cellular level whether the administration of the pharmacologically 
improved TLR2/6 agonist S-[2,3-bispalmitoyiloxy-(2R)-propyl]-R-
cysteinyl- amido-monomethoxy polyethylene glycol (BPP) conjugated 
to antigenic peptide (BPP- OVA) could divert an existing Th2 response 
and influence airway eosinophilia. The effects of BPP-OVA on airway 
inflammation were assessed in a classic murine sensitization/challenge 
model and an adoptive transfer model, which involved the adoptive 
transfer of in vitro differentiated ovalbumin (OVA)–specific Th2 cells. 
Functional T-cell stimulation by lung dendritic cells (DCs) was 
determined both in vitro and in vivo, combined with a cytokine 
secretion analysis. A single mucosal application of BPP-OVA efficiently 
delivered antigen, led to TLR2-mediated DC activation, and resulted 
in OVA-specific T-cell proliferation via lung DCs in vivo. In alternative 
models of allergic airway disease, a single administration of BPP-OVA 
before OVA challenge (but not BPP alone) significantly reduced 
airway eosinophilia, most likely through altered antigen-specific 
T-cell stimulation via DCs. Analyses of adoptively transferred Th2-
biased cells after BPP-OVA administration in vivo suggested that BPP- 
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Abstract
It has been previosuly reported that lipopeptides can be used to elicit cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against viral diseases and cancer. In previous scientific 
projects, it has also been determined that mono- palmitoylated peptides can enhance anti-tumor responses in the absence of adjuvant activity. To investigate whether 
di- palmitoylated peptides with TLR2 agonist activity are able to induce anti-tumor immunity, it was previously synthesized a di-palmitic acid-conjugated long 
peptide that contains a murine CTL epitope of HPV E749-57 (Pam2IDG). Mathematical modeling and computer simulation have become crucial to biological 
fields from genomics to ecology. However, multi-cell, tissue-level simulations of development and disease have lagged behind other areas because they are 
mathematically more complex and lack easy-to-use software tools that allow building and running in- silico experiments without requiring in-depth knowledge of 
programming. As aresult we discovered for the first time, a Toll-like receptor agonist-conjugated peptide-mimetic pharmacophoric multi-targeted agent utilizing 
admetSAR: a comprehensive source and free tool for assessment of chemical ADMET properties based on a GRID-based three- dimensional pharmacophore 
on KLAPpharm within a novel KNIME-RDkit-CDK chemicalinformatic approach for conserved pharmacophore elucidation via a data mining analysis.

OVA guides antigen-specific Th2 cells to produce significantly higher 
amounts of IFN-γ upon allergen challenge. These data show for the 
first time that a single mucosal administration of a TLR 2/6 agonist–
allergen conjugate can provoke IFN-γ responses in Th2-biased cells 
and alleviate allergic airway inflammation [8] contemporary life 
scientists, whether theoretical or experimental, have relatively narrow 
disciplinary training and specialization which is partly a consequence 
of the speed of current progress in the life sciences and concomitant 
growth in the number of active researchers. High-affinity antibodies 
are generated in germinal centers in a process involving mutation and 
selection of B cells. Information processing in germinal center 
reactions has been investigated in a number of recent experiments. 
These have revealed cell migration patterns, asymmetric cell divisions, 
and cell-cell interaction characteristics, used here to develop a theory 
of germinal center B cell selection, division, and exit (the LEDA 
model). According to this model, B cells selected by T follicular helper 
cells on the basis of successful antigen processing always return to the 
dark zone for asymmetric division, and acquired antigen is inherited 
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by one daughter cell only. Antigen- retaining B cells differentiate to 
plasma cells and leave the germinal center through the dark zone. This 
theory has implications for the functioning of germinal centers 
because compared to previous models, high-affinity antibodies appear 
one day earlier and the amount of derived plasma cells is considerably 
larger [91]. It has been reported that lipopeptides can be used to elicit 
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against viral diseases and 
cancer. In our previous study, we determined that mono-palmitoylated 
peptides can enhance anti-tumor responses in the absence of adjuvant 
activity. To investigate whether di-palmitoylated peptides with TLR2 
agonist activity are able to induce anti-tumor immunity, we synthesized 
a di-palmitic acid- conjugated long peptide that contains a murine 
CTL epitope of HPV E749–57 (Pam2IDG). Pam2IDG stimulated the 
maturation of bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) through 
TLR2/6. After immunization, Pam2IDG induced higher levels of T 
cell responses than those obtained with its non- lapidated counterpart 
(IDG). In the prophylactic model, Pam2IDG immunization 
completely inhibited tumor growth, whereas IDG immunization was 
unable to inhibit tumor growth. However, Pam2IDG immunization 
could not effectively inhibit the growth of established tumors. 
Therefore, it has been further investigated whether the depletion of 
immunosuppressive factors could improve the therapeutic effects of 
Pam2IDG. More data have been indicated that treatment with 
Pam2IDG combined with clodronate/liposome delays tumor growth 
and increases the survival rate. It has also been observed that the 
therapeutic effects of Pam2IDG are improved by diminishing the 
function of tumor-associate macrophages (TAMs) and through the 
use of an IL10 receptor blocking antibody or a Cyclooxygenase 2 
(Cox-2) inhibitor. The depletion of TAMs may enhance the anti- 
tumor immunity of a TLR2 agonist-conjugated peptide [30]. Protein-
protein and protein- ligand interactions are ubiquitous in a biological 
cell. Other inspected evidence have shown that a representative set of 
1,611 representative protein-protein complexes and identified pockets 
with a potential for binding small molecule ligands. The majority of 
these pockets are within a 6 Å distance from protein interfaces. 
Accordingly, in about half of ligand-bound protein-protein complexes, 
amino acids from both sides of a protein interface are involved in 
direct contacts with at least one ligand. Statistically, ligands are closer 
to a protein-protein interface than a random surface patch of the 
same solvent accessible surface area. Similar results are obtained in 
an analysis of the ligand distribution around domain-domain 
interfaces of 1,416 nonredundant, two-domain protein structures. 
Furthermore, comparable sized pockets as observed in experimental 
structures are present in artificially generated protein complexes, 
suggesting that the prominent appearance of pockets around 
protein interfaces is mainly a structural consequence of protein 
packing and thus, is an intrinsic geometric feature of protein structure. 
Nature may take advantage of such a structural feature by selecting 
and further optimizing for biological function indicating that packing 
nearby protein-protein or domain- domain interfaces is a major route 
to the formation of ligand-binding pockets [64]. Computer simulation 
and associated experimental validation of assembly of glial- like 
support cells into the interweaving hexagonal lattice that spans the 
Drosophila pupal eye. This process of cell movements organizes the 
ommatidial array into a functional pattern. Unlike earlier simulations 
that focused on the arrangements of cells within individual 
ommatidia, here we examine the local movements that lead to large-
scale organization of the emerging eye field. Simulations based on our 
experimental observations of cell adhesion, cell death, and cell 
movement successfully patterned a tracing of an emerging wild-type 
pupal eye. Surprisingly, altering cell adhesion had only a mild effect 
on patterning, contradicting our previous hypothesis that the 
patterning was primarily the result of preferential adhesion between 
IRM-class surface proteins. Instead, simulations highlighted the 
importance of programmed cell death (PCD) as well as a previously 

unappreciated variable: the expansion of cells’ apical surface areas, 
which promoted rearrangement of neighboring cells. Prediction 
were also tested experimentally by preventing expansion in the 
apical area of individual cells: patterning was disrupted in a manner 
predicted by our simulations. More work has also been demonstrated 
the value of combining computer simulation with in vivo 
experiments to uncover novel mechanisms that are perpetuated 
throughout the eye field. It also demonstrates the utility of the Glazier–
Graner– Hogeweg model (GGH) for modeling the links between 
local cellular interactions and emergent properties of developing 
epithelia as well as predicting unanticipated results in vivo [151]. 
While the success of contemporary biology might lead naïve observers 
to conclude that our understanding is a simple superposition of 
achievements in the subfields composing life sciences, only rarely 
can we understand how a biological phenomenon operates by 
analyzing and understanding how its isolated components operate. 
Just as knowing how transistors work is not sufficient to design and 
build a modern microprocessor, knowing the ―function‖ of an 
enzyme does not suffice to design cells’ biochemical networks or 
even to predict the phenotypic simulated effect of knocking out 
specific genes. Systems biology is a scientific discipline that studies 
complex interactions in biology, relying more on knowledge 
integration than on detailed studies of individual biological 
subsystems where systems biologists often build mathematical 
models and computer simulations of living cells, tissues, organs or 
even entire organisms to embody their understanding of this 
integration. The last decade has seen fairly realistic simulations of 
single cells that can confirm or predict experimental findings because 
they are computationally expensive, they can simulate at most 
several cells at even more detailed subcellular simulations can 
replicate some of the processes taking place inside individual cells. 
E.g., Virtual Cell (http://www.nrcam.uchc.edu) supports microscopic 
simulations of intracellular dynamics to produce detailed replicas of 
individual cells, but can only simulate single cells or small cell 
clusters. Simulations of tissues, organs and organisms present a 
somewhat different challenge: how to simplify and adapt single cell 
simulations to apply them efficiently to study, in-silico, ensembles of 
several million cells to be useful, these simplified simulations should 
capture key cell- level behaviors, providing a phenomenological 
description of cell interactions without requiring prohibitively 
detailed molecular- level simulations of the internal state of each 
cell while an understanding of cell biology, biochemistry, genetics, 
etc. is essential for building useful, predictive simulations, the hardest 
part of simulation building is identifying and quantitatively 
describing appropriate subsets of this knowledge in the excitement 
of discovery, scientists often forget that modeling and simulation, by 
definition, require simplification of reality. One choice is to ignore 
cells completely, e.g., Physiome [1] models tissues as continua with 
bulk mechanical properties and detailed molecular reaction 
networks, which is computationally efficient for describing dense 
tissues and non- cellular materials like bone, extracellular matrix 
(ECM), fluids, and diffusing chemicals [2,3], but not for situations 
where cells reorganize or migrate using multi-cell simulations that are 
useful to interpolate between single-cell and continuum-tissue 
extremes because cells provide a natural level of abstraction for 
simulation of tissues, organs and organisms [4]. Treating cells 
phenomenologically reduces the millions of interactions of gene 
products to several behaviors: most cells can move, divide, die, 
differentiate, change shape, exert forces, secrete and absorb chemicals 
and electrical charges, and change their distribution of surface 
properties where the Glazier-Graner- Hogeweg(GGH) approach 
facilitates multiscale simulations by defining spatially- extended 
generalized cells, which can represent clusters of cells, single cells, 
sub- compartments of single cells or small subdomains of non-cellular 
materials. This flexible definition allows tuning of the level of detail 

http://www.nrcam.uchc.edu
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in a simulation from intracellular to continuum without switching 
simulation framework to examine the simulated effect of changing 
the level of detail on a macroscopic outcome, e.g., by switching 
from a coupled ordinary-differential-equation(ODE) Reaction-
Kinetics(RK) model of gene regulation to a Boolean description or 
from a simulation that includes subcellular structures to one that 
neglects them on a Pam2IDG stimulation for the maturation of bone 
marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) through TLR2/6 where the 
immunization simulated logical system implemented to a logical 
system with the Pam2IDG induced higher levels of T cell responses 
than those obtained with its non-lapidated counterpart (IDG) [5]. 
The PBE combines the continuum electrostatics description of fixed 
charges in a dielectric medium with the Boltzmann prescription for 
mobile ions in aqueous solvent at the thermal equilibrium with a 
reservoir [12]. In its linearized form, which is valid for low ionic 
concentrations, the PBE rea∇⋅[ϵ(x)∇Φ(x)]+ρfixedϵ0=ϵsolvλ2Φ(x) 
based on the ― definition of synergy‖ which is one of the most 
confusing areas in biomedical sciences since there are about twenty 
different definitions for synergy in literature, but none supports the 
others [6,25,26]. equations with the presence and absence of an 
inhibitor, the common parameters such as Km, Ki, and Vmax can be 
cancelled out and yield the general equation for the dose and simulated 
effect [7,9,10]. Thus, for a two drug combination, in a first- order 
system (m=1), we get the general equation [11,12] on drug 
combination, which intends to obtain synergistic simulated effect or 
reduce toxicity, is of primary importance in treatments of the most 
dreadful diseases, such as cancer and AIDS [6,24]. Thus, the 
establishment of multiple drug combination is as important as a 
new drug development it has been reported that lipopeptides can be 
used to elicit cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against viral 
diseases and cancer. After immunization sikmulated logical system 
sikmulated logical system with the Pam2IDG it has been showed 
induction of higher levels of T cell responses than those obtained 
with its non-lipidated counterpart (IDG). In the prophylactic model, 
Pam2IDG immunization simulated logical system sikmulated logical 
system completely inhibited tumor growth, whereas IDG 
immunization sikmulated logical system sikmulated logical system 
was unable to inhibit tumor growth where Pam2IDG immunization 
sikmulated logical system sikmulated logical system could not 
simulated effectively inhibit the growth of established tumors. 
Therefore, we further investigated whether the depletion of 
immunosuppressive factors could improve the therapeutic simulated 
effects of Pam2IDG. Our data indicate that treatment with Pam2IDG 
combined with computer-aided designed neoligand456431/liposome 
delays tumor growth and increases the survival rate. We also observed 
that the therapeutic simulated effects of Pam2IDG are improved by 
diminishing the function of tumor-associate macrophages (TAMs) 
and through the use of an IL10 receptor blocking antibody or a 
Cyclooxygenase 2 (Cox-2) inhibitor [13-16]. In conclusion, the 
depletion of TAMs may enhance the anti-tumor immunity of a 
TLR2 agonist-conjugated peptide. In this study, we aimed to evaluate 
whether a TLR2 agonist conjugated-peptide can induce the 
synergistic regression of an established large tumor through the 
depletion of TAMs by self- adjuvanting di-palmitoylated peptide 
synthesized containing a murine CTL epitope derived from HPV 
E749–57 (Pam2IDG). The Pam2IDG epitope activate dendritic cells 
through TLR2/6 induced higher levels of CTL responses than its 
non-lipidated counterpart IDG where anti-tumor simulated effects 
are limited in small tumors but enhanced in large tumors for the 
depletion of macrophages in the presence of a Cox-2 inhibitor which 
may further delay tumor growth [17-21]. Here, we report a 
comprehensive study of the distribution of protein-ligand interaction 
sites, namely ligand- binding pockets, around protein-protein 
interfaces where protein-protein interactions occur. Here, we present 
a novel approach based on GRID molecular interaction fields and the 

derivative peptide mimicking rationally drug discovery method that 
has been previously utilized, which may provide a common reference 
to compare both small molecule ligands and conserved fragment- 
peptide targeting. classical pharmacophore elucidation approaches 
that extract simplistic molecular features, determining those which 
are common across the data set, and use these features to align The 
structures and subsequently extracts the common interacting 
features in terms of their molecular interaction fields, pseudofields, 
and atomic points, representing the common pharmacophore as a 
more comprehensive pharmacophoric pseudomolecule [22-30]. Our 
fragment-ligand based drug discovery approach is applied to a 
number of data sets to investigate performance in terms of reproducing 
the X-ray crystallography-based alignment, in terms of its 
discriminatory ability when applied to virtual screening and also to 
illustrate its ability to explain alternative binding modes [31-42].

Methods and Materials
Motif based identifications on logical modeling simulations 
on Pam2IDG - pharmacophore mimetic inhibitions.

In this sections an in silico MAPK logical biological experimental 
model was performed on a sensitivity surface estimation analysis 
based on the characteristic binding patterns of the Pam2IDG 
confirmed hits. The binding identified interacted modes of six c;lusters 
inhibitors [13,15,17,18,21,23,37,43] with Pam2IDG-pharmacophore 
mimetic inhibitions on the conserved mTOR pathway were predicted 
on a hydrophobic chamber molecular in parallel docking mimetic 
inhibitors. Subsequently, the algorithmic predicted minimed energy 
profiling and contributed stability of the similar ligand pharmacophoric 
inhibition logical system predicted binding ligand poses of three 
immunized most potent therapeutic inhibitors [15,18,42] were 
decomposed and then in silico investigated through fragment ligand 
based MD chemical informatics simulations where three MM-GBSA 
electrostatic calculations on 13 (IC50 = 5.83 μM) represents a unique 
hydrophobic chamber edge on a revealed multi-level chemo type that 
consists of interactged aromatic conserved binding ternary rings, 
consensus pharmacophoric linker, and benzene acetamide. The 
electrostatic contribution of the ternary aromatic rings are hereby 
binding separately surrounded by the consensus amino acids Asp2195, 
Val2240, Trp2239,Met2345, Leu2185, Leu2354, Leu2185, Tyr2225 and 
Thr2245 (Figs 3,4), while benzene 3-7,9 benzene-acetyl, acetamide 
pharmacophoric fragment is pairing inserted in a ligand-petide deep 
binding high energy fitness scoring pocket edge containing the 
relatively polar amino acids Met2345, Val2240, Asp2195, Trp2239, 
Asp2357, Phe2358, and Lys2187. 13 which can form donor acceptoir 
on hydrogen bonds receptor with the side unfavorable contribution 
resulting in a sufficient interaction of ligand-peptide binding chains of 
Thr2239, Val2240 and Asp2195 (Figs 3a and 4). Radius Median Square 
Distance virtual fdifferential interaction free energy adapted on 
consistent analyses suggesting that the hydrogen bond and the phenyl 
acetamide second hydrogen bond between 15, 14 within the binding 
pocket side chain analysis of the Asp2195 and Val2240 is solvent 
accessible surface conserved during time course of 10 ns MD total 
binding energy simulations (Figure 4). Previous studies demonstrated 
in this scientific section were relative to the hydrogen bond between 
hyper inhibitory ligand effecvt and Val2240 amino acid fragment 
chemical mimic which was necessary for Pam2IDG-mTOR inhibitory 
predicted peptide-drug gene antitumor recored pharmaco scaffold 
activity [14,16,18,23-25,29] which was decompose and recored on a 
pharamcophoric consistent residues with our binding ligand pocket 
analysis. The three ligand-residue conserved hydrogen molecular 
dynamic binding bond energies between 15 and the carboxyl oxygen 
atom of Asp2195, Met2245 is consistently maintained for the merged 
of the first 5 merged small molecules to a time dependent ns fitness 
scoring proximity into a hyper stimulated pharmaco scaffold in our 
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decomposition energy simulations and occasionally stacking 
disappears two conserved amino acids maintained their suggested 
sensitivity surface of the hyper ligand after 5 ns (Figure 4), suggesting 
that this second donor acceptor interacted to the hydrogen bond 
receptor is pairing into a stable pharmacoscaffold with a free energy 
VDW energy stimulation over than 2000kacal/mol/A in water peptide 
protein matrix microenvironment. Moreover, 13 MM/GBSA binding 
fitness resulting in three mopre hydrogen bond formation that can 
equivalent to the predicted forming pharmacophoric small molecule 
in an active extensive stacking shortest docking pathway on arene-H 
interactions with the merged benzene-acetamide pyrimidine receptor 
indole binding pocket group of Met 22345, Trp2239 (Fig. 3) and the 
side chain of Met2345 and Asp2195(Fig. 4). The estimated ligand 
fragment based predicted total binding free energy was calculated 
using the Igemdock- MM/GBSA cross in parallel docking method to 
gain more druggability information on the different small molecule 
components of the short linear regression motif interaction energy 
that further contributes to 19 binding domains both recored prediction 
of the van der Waals and electrostatic merged components to a hyper 
molecule which could play a key role in 13-27 ligand residues binding 
sites. The van der Waals canonical protein peptide hyper ligand 
contribution (−353.44 kcal/mol) which is approximately 6-times fold 
greater inhibitory activity than the electrostatic point interaction 
demonstrated to each one component (−29.67 kcal/mol). Electrostatic 
solvation interaction energies have also shown that the (ΓGele,solv) 
disfavors canonical to the polygonial triangle short peptide annotated 
binding domain especially to the shortest tumor infiltrated inhibitors 
because of the de- solvation arene-arene penalty for 16 and Pam2IDG-
Mtor suggested stable micro- compounds [44-58]. The merged 
canonical hypermolecule comprise non-polar cluster small number of 
chemical fragmented recored component of high solvation energy 
(ΓGnonpol,solv), which consistently interacts to the high free energy 
fitted corresponds to the burial ligand residues of the solvent- 
accessible surface area (SASA) upon binding common regions. 
Conserved Pharmacophoric substituents provide a benmzene-
acetamide indole-pyrimidine group of top ranked anti-cancer hits on 
a slightly favorable tumor macrophage pathway shortest linear 
intramolecular assisted MD simulated contribution. Energy 
decomposition analysis led to the identification of key residues-based 
molecular dynamic that substituent contribute to favorable binding 
affinity interactions at the most potent free energy cavity active residue 
sites. Scope of our Pam2IDG mTORMAPK logical cross reaction map 
remodeler as an experimental computer aided simulated drug 
discovery motif mimic ligand discovery analysis of the tumour-
infiltrating simulated virtual screening ligand activated to the energy 
package cell analysis based on a cluster moiety sensitivity surface 
estimation low mass genetic stochastic drug residue algorithm in 
order to validate the cross docking in parallel energy studies in 
response to the MAPK-infiltrating mapping kinase neural network 
specific hyper molecule stimulations [59-65]. Its predicted binding 
node workflow influence on virtual ligand machine learning canonical 
generated gene to cell fate coherence pharmacophore free energy 
driven decision indicating that the necessary built of a unified 
dynamical theorem like bio model is minimizing the dynamic 
covering of the iterative initial mechanisms for the reporting of the 
MAPK-Pam2IDG cross reaction mapping. The core sensitivity surface 
estimation analysis shown a coherence algorithmic iterative analysis 
used for our minimal chemical structure fragment based approach 
which is established on the n dimensional condition application of the 
pahramcophore mimetic tumor simulated penalized least short 
peptide linear square cellular regression tumor infiltrated drug-gene 
tumorogenisity inhibitory analysis based on discrete spatial DNA 
motif cosine transform (LS-DTC) proposed by Garcia [21,22] in 
particular, we considered the following subset of timuli in our model: 
EGFR stimulus, FGFR3 stimulus, TGFβR stimulus, and DNA damage 

where the code is generated to compute missing values in data sets. In 
our assigned dynamic informative dissected dynamical experimental 
biological model, more simulated DNA-drug pharmacophoric 
inhibitory tumour damage thus corresponding to a sustained anti-
tumor stress or to the simulated multi-targeted anti-tumor effects of 
anti-cancer therapies involving DNA-binding translated ligand 
domains by recoring and relinking other related anti-tumour agents 
where the estimation of the fitness scoring cluster of algorithms 
contains a basic residual small molecule parameter s, as termed as 
fragment smoothing docking parameter that comprehensively 
determinesthe binding pocket total free energy drug smoothness of 
the conserved output by simulating the MYC, Mtor, p70 in the 
presence of p21 and p53 as innovative cancer biomarkers of drug to 
cell cycle enablement‘s where the p21 conserved pathway pairs a 
multi-alignment targeted marker of tumor growth arrest. More 
simulated Poisson-Boltzmann simulated analysis was performed on 
FOXO3 and p53 conserved pathways where other innovative cancer 
markers of tumor apoptosis, whereas dynamic peptide-domain 
simulation algforithms were deployd on the conserved ERK and/or 
BCL2 indicating a anti-apoptosis hyper inhibitor disablement [66-73]. 
In this scientific work we introduced a semi-empirical logical 
fragment- based multi-targeted modeling simulation of experimental 
biological experimental model for the generation of a Pam2IDG- 
pharmacophore mimetic agent comprising annotated inhibitory 
activities of TC-1 tumor growth on a sequential solution of the 
Poisson- Boltzmann Equation through a Combination Index Dynamic 
Unified Theorem for Multiple Entities. To evaluate the anti-tumor 
simulated effect of Pam2IDG on the TC-1 tumor model, a Vcell 
simulated C57BL/6 simulated Neoligand injected mice model was 
introduced where a free energy calculation package was defined on a 
cytoscape immunization shortest pathway with 30 μg of IDG or 
Pam2IDG and a inoculation simulation was performed with 2×105 
TC-1 tumor on a immunization simulated logical system system 
Figure 1.

Anti-Cancer Ranking system Synergy (RACS) on the ligand 
simulated Pam2IDG free energy Trend shape.

A comprehensive map of a (Pam2IDG) peptide-domain multi 
covalent agent was generated following a coherence of a logical 
model building a dynamical model covering the mechanism reported 
as a sustained comprehensive map of the (Pam2IDG) -mTOR 
signaling network where Multi-Cell specific contribution simulations 
and algorithmic braod range developments were applied for the 
generation of a druggable Toll-like receptor (Pam2IDG) peptide-
domain targeted by a pharmacophoric mimetic agonistic agent by 
using the GGH Simulation computational environment for the 
detection of evolutionary forces at a single amino-acid sites [74-
81]. We then presented a surface estimated algorithmic tool for the 
interpreted identification of functional protein of higher ranking 
synergy using biologically significant conserved amino acids in 
consensus protein binding domains of known higher predicted three 
dimensional diagonial structure to estimate the positive pairing 
degree of the examined purifying Darwinian selection at protein-
peptide-hypermolecule each binding site and project these signalling 
estimations onto the molecular molecule surface of the peptide-
protein of free energy calculated functional residues undergoing 
either disablement to ease the interpretation of phenotypes for the 
positive purifying selection, which may be discontinuous in the linear 
sequence by revealing the statistical significance of the site- specific 
scores in order to obtain reliable and valid ligand drug like fitness 
scoring estimates [82-88]. In this scientific article an anti-cancer hit 
compound ranking system was developed to predict the synergistic 
potential of the available anticancer drugs on a limited number of 
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known synergistic combinations where RACS ranks druggable pairs 
were generated according to similarities with known samples in a 
specified multi-feature space Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Α improved in silico enabled context ligand merge point estimations were 
shown iin this figure where the contributed diagonial matrix degree of a reliable 
purifying applicable selection and positive node proliferation Darwinian binding free 
energy benzene selection at each similar hydrogen bond site project indicating that these 
phenotypic modelers represent and estimate onto the molecular docking binding surface 
of the protein to the A- Pam2IDG-pharmacophore mimetic inhibition. (Β), (C) It is also 
shown that a pathway driven comprehensive conserved generated map of the Pam2IDG-
mTOR considerable signalling neural network indicating that this overplayed pathway 
map which was created with Cell Designer version 4.0.1. include a total binding number 
of 7747 entry missing reactions and 4964 penalty functioned contributed fate published 
process species which were included.
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utilized to altered the cytoscape generated simulated ratio of M1 to 
M2 macrophages for the improvement of the simulated effects of 
Pam2IDG immunization simulated logical system on tetrahedron 
virtual screening multi-targeted inhibitors to investigate whether 
the ligand-peptide mimetic short linear pharmaco scaffold alters 
the M1 and M2 macrophage simulated cell populations in tumour-
infiltrating cells [88-93]. The simulation of the protein free energy 
interaction package prediction was performed on cytoscape plugins 
which were the ligand force filed interactions to the LPS for 4 h 
and then with anti-F4/80, anti-CD11b, anti-CD45, anti-TNF-α, 
or anti- IL10 antibodies of particular interest generated the state 
forming attractors, i.e. (groups of) from which the logical biological 
system cannot escape and represent potential druggable annotated 
asymptotical behaviors [94-99]. The performed secondary filtering 
flowchart of the generated virtual screening experiment for the 
present study is shown in Fig. 1 where a series of in silico tumour 
growth inhibitors hit ranking classification chemical pharmaco- 
models were developed for the prediction of Pam2IDG inhibitors 
on a M1 macrophage simulated cell population in which was slightly 
increased in the simulated peptide-ligand complexes. Total protein 
and extracellular matrices annotated interactions on a injected mice 
model in silico immunized with Pam2IDG, and both Pam2IDG 
compared and entropically pertubated on a free energy transition met 
graph with the simulated ligand leaning on a representation of the 
logical rules in terms of Multi-valued Decision Diagrams (MDD) such 
an algorithm was to enable us the computation of all the stable states 
of a logical model (independently of the initial conditions) where 
the M2 macrophage simulated cell population was increased in the 
Pam2IDG- treated simulated ligand treated mice model to determine 
the efficiency of the algorithm (which does not require to compute 
the state transition graph) makes this tool particularly useful when 
dealing with large logical models. In the present study, the previous 
subset ligand and small molecule settings multiple classification drug 
discovery approach was virtually employed to filter multiple designed 
small molecule compounds in SPECS and GSMTL libraries in order 
to fragment based construct the mTOR multi-peptide targeted 
hyper inhibitor-like druggable of hogh fitness scoring drug library 
[100-106]. The generated designed simulated RP druggable model 
(MP+FPFP_4) was first particularly on cancer killing ability re-applied 
for a total of recored 204,195 molecules and virtually docked 26,596 
compounds which were well-retained their highest fitness scoring 
affinity. Then, the generated multi-scale anti-tumour pathway NB 
model (MP+LCFP_6) was increased to be employed to further filter 
these 26,596 small compounds, resulting in 23,561 pharmacophoric 
multi merged linked compounds indicating that the hypermolecule 
model was used to further refine these 23,561 merged ligand like 
compounds where these 18,066 recored compounds were retained 
their anti-tumor binding affinity. A mTOR inhibitor- like library with 
enhanced Pam2IDG mimic inhibitors mTOR inhibition revealed 
(18,066 compounds) which was fragmented and then subsequently 
used for the recoring of a virtual screening molecular docking parallel 
fragment ligand based approach resulting to the generation of a high 
definition virtual screening inhibitor optimizing the performance 
of the docking approach which was evaluated by re-docking of the 
native ligand (PP242, PDB entry 4JT5) merged into a mTOR kinase 
hyper conserved multi-binding pharmacophoric domain (Figure 
1).As shown in Figure 1, the root mean square of distance (RMSD) 
between the evaluated ligand based fragment targeted peptide 
experimental conformation approach of the linkage between the 
PP242 and the best conformation generated by iGEMDOCK docking 
is 0.61 Å, suggesting that the free energy simulation depletion of the 
TAMs peptide configuring leads to an increase of the antigen-specific 
CTLs in simulated human tumor-infiltrating free energy simulation 
cell packages which were stained with a virtual interaction of an anti-
CD8 or anti-CD45 antibody or a mixture of an antigen- specific MHC 

 

 
D

Figure 2: A Initial commputated estimation on the fitness scoring pathway pan-
tumot cancer degree of purifying shortest Pam2IDG associated peptide frequency 
selection and positive conserved Darwinian selection at each one protein-peptide site 
and biological simulated determined project. These merged infiltrated tumour Pam2IDG 
bio models were estimated onto the quantum binding molecular surface of the peptide-
protein-ligand. (B), (C), (D), Upstream graph increased represented regulators of 
Pam2IDG-mTORC1 component decided signalling. Species, peptide-proteins on 
short linear computed Pam2IDG-mTORC1 signalling were evaluated and initialized 
on asymptotical indigents extraction from thecomprehensive Pam2idg-mTOR numeric 
mapping data settings and illustrated using the visualized process of the present Figure 
(A), (B), (C), where a diagram language is indicated with Green and red cross reactions 
mapprings indicating.

Virtual screened ransition graphs to improve the simulated 
Pam2IDG immunization logical system inhibitors.

Workflow Developments on the (Pam2IDG) peptide inhibitor 
regulatory constructed graph domains encompassing key signaling 
pathways on the AGS cells harbor mutations basis in numerous genes 
encoding key signaling components known to be deregulated in 
gastric adenocarcinoma, for instance components of MAPK, PI3K, 
Wnt/β-catenin and NF-κB pathways. State transition meta-graphs 
and update simulated grid box ligand-based column attractors were 
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class I binding tetramer peptide- protein complex on (Tet-RAH) 
simulation energy tumor cell environment and then analyzed by 
merging flow cytometry data settings [107-112]. We first identified a 
computer aided 584 DRS logical system identified predictivity ligand 
binding profiles that further exhibited the greatest initial low mass 
stochastic algorithmic difference between an enhanced metastatic 
analysis and no metastatic simulated cascade free energy in silico 
tumour samples computer calculations. Then merging of the highest 
top small molecule hits clustered into pharmacophoric 3D samples 
based on these high free energy data set ligand DRS profiles to derive 
three large molecule consisted apparent ligand clusters corresponding 
to the simulated low mass predicted anti- metastatic pharmacophoric 
genetic interacted identity of the docked samples (see Methods) [113-
119]. The first high score energy cluster had 480 anti- metastatic ligand 
samples out of 103 (47%), the second meta genetic drug like compound 
anti-idiotypic pharmacfophore cluster had 278 anti-metastatic ligand 
samples out of 99 (27%), and the third qualified small ligand cluster 
had eight metastatic clusters out of 258 (14%). Indicating that the anti-
tumour ranking meta data proofing of the ligand DRS cancer profiles 
can further distinguish pharmacophoric docking differences in a 
predicted inhibitory anti-metastatic binding potential between anti-
breast cancer peptide mimic peptide drugs, implying that treatment 
with a subset of a high fitness scoring of these peptide mimetic 
pharmaco scaffolds (cluster) [120-127]of these multi-covalent drugs 
may predispose a anti-tumour effect to take on a prometastatic 
molecular identity cascade event by resulting that the indicating 
resulting numbers of the hyper molecule merged pharmaco-ligands 
present antigen-specific CTLs in the simulated tumor-cell-drug sdf 
file interactions Infiltrating simulation computer simulation plug-
in techniques were incoroporated in this computer assited approach 
for the increase of the Pam2IDG-T-tumor binding motif like short 
linear domains hyper ligand interactions and by Pam2IDG combined 
with computer-aided designed neoligand456431on computer-
aided designed moel;cule alone, These simulated high free energy 
fragments were drug discovery algorithmic approach based simulated 
quantum data support the hypothesis that computer-aided designed 
neoligand456431 which may reduce TAMs peptides and change the 
ratio of M1/M2 macrophage to increase the cancer-killing ability of 
CTLs Pam2IDG targeted hyper molecules Figure 3,4.

general equation of n drug combination at a specified combination 
ratio for x% inhibition is given by:

(4)

=−logp(V|W,H)−logp(W|λ)−log(H|λ)−logp(λ)

(5)

(9)

Of particular interest are the states forming attractors, i.e. (groups 
of) states from which the system cannot escape, which represent 
potential asymptotical behaviours. Published Attractors can be peptide 
based ranged into two main shown classes: •stable immunized states, 
corresponding to similarity fixed binding pocket points (i.e. states 
without successors); •cyclic strategy attractors, corresponding to 
known terminal drug discovery cycles or to more suggested drug design 
complex terminal simulated strongly connected confirmed components, 
comprising established several intertwined therapeutic druggable cycles.

 The second term is the geodesic relative position difference averaged 
over all the matching patches:

(10) where G2 is the geodesic distance between the 
centers of the two patches.

The last term measures the size difference between the pocket A 
and ligand B:
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Figure 3: (A) A Pam2IDG immunization simulated logical system was generated on 
a cytoscape simulated model where this compound based simulated refined logical 
system combined with the inhibitor like library mimetic computer- aided designed 
neoligand456431 increases the predictively free energy score enhanced analysis on 
tumour-infiltrating M1/M2 macrophage ratios. (B), (C) Five C57BL/6 naïve simulated 
Neoligand virtual interacted injected mice simulated animal conserved bio model in 
each one druggable group were free energy biomagnetically subcutaneously inoculated 
with 2 × 105 TC-1 infiltrated tumour virtual cells indicating that the energy calculated 
column analysis of the TC-1 tumour-bearing indicating a cluster docking algorithm 
is further qualified for cross in parallel virtual screening and ligand based docking of 
ligand fragmented small molecules to the recored hyper molecule mTOR active pocket. 
All structures from the mTOR inhibitor-like drug data set molecular library which were 
first relocked and virtually scored by the SP score. (B), (D) The top 5,00 top high free 
energy ranked saved small molecules structures from the in silico previous step kind 
molecular dynamic modelling analysis which were re-docked and conserved scored by 
the XP score. After this multiple ligand based docking annotated procedure, the 50 active 
pharmacophoric compounds with top XP fitness scoring were stored separately, molecular 
fragmented for pharmacophore clustering and further visual screening analysed. These 

selected high free energy interacted small molecule compounds was inspected to check 
redocking binding pocket activity whether they had virtual conserved interactions 
with the simulated general equated ATP binding pocket analysis of the mTOR kinase 
sshort linear conserved pathway, including hydrogen bond acceptor quantum molecular 
modelling interactions with the amino acid of the Val2240 and π-π spatial peptide 
stacking typical represented illustrated interaction with the amino acid of the Trp2239. 
This introduced step makes sure the selected inhibitory small molecule candidates not 
only have a given higher simulated docking effect for quantifying the fitness scoring 
affinity but also a rational binding meta mode plot analysis for the generation of a hyper 
ligand molecule. An In house functional S-cluster algorithm of 19 meta nodes was applied 
for the high definition of the structure diversity inhibitory activity analysis to further in 
general assure the first five selected top high energy hits selected from the anti-cancer 
column virtual screening which were unique and unrepeated. Finally, 4 small molecule of 
high free energy small compounds were chosen and computed electrostatic evaluated for 
pharmacophore binding simulated free energy bioassays to virtually assess the two side 
reachability of the selected merged pharmacophoric inhibitory stable states from specific 
chemical scaffold initial free energy agonistic states, or yet to identify the hyper reversible 
agonistic energetic meta status in the meta node cyclic peptiude attractors.
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Figure 4: Based on knowledge short pathway tumor infiltrating simulated gathered linear 
regression models from biological databases and peptide mimetic scientific publications, 
we have integrated drug discovery fragment based random forest drug information about 
the Pam2IDG MAPK targeted ligand pathways (JNK, p38 MAPK and ERK) where the 
PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway merged into the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, and the NF-κB 
pathway, as well as crosstalk between these pathways (see Fig 4,). The resulting merged 
ligand based peptide targeted and protein-peptide network complexes comprises 75 
signalling and regulatory druggable components (proteins, protein-peptide complexes 
and drug to genes interactions) where the 149 directed peptide hypermolecule designed 
interactions merged into two readout meta-nodes (outputs), The regulatory phenotypic 
ligand based graph with numeric annotations is developed on the chemical informatics 
open workflow environment CDK-Taverna advanced mapping reactions which were 
separately performed as an enumeration map numeric algorithmic implementation 
protocol on simulated effective-energy quantification free energy calculation protocol 
utilizing the CDK-Taverna 2.0 plug-in which was in a conjugation polygonogram 
designed to be easily extendible for the implementation of a transition ligand combinations 
to create new node workers by simply merging and inheriting the analogue of the CDK 
Local Worker interface to the CDK-Taverna version 1.0
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Structural novelty and drug-likeness analysis of the confirmed 
stochastic block model Pam2IDG mimic inhibitors.

The chemical structures of 15 phamracophoric assigned active 
pharmacophoric comprising small molecules were identified in this 
section for the evaluation of the novelty of these top ranked highly 
conserved hits with respect to the post simulated known Pam2IDG-
mTOR kinase complex inhibitors. Pairwise Tanimoto similarity co-
efficient modelling indices between these phenotypically simulated 
differentially expressed hits and mTOR- Pam2IDG inhibitors obtained 
from ChEMBL (IC50 < 10 μM, Figure 3)18 were performed on 
matched group calculations based on the FCFPRE_4 pharmacophore 
fingerprint post- transcript corresponding asymptotical drug 
likeness behaviours via the ―Find Similar Molecules by Fingerprints 
protocol‖ to establish the HPV16 E6/E7 tumour simulated animal 
model in C57BL/6 simulated Neoligand injected mice model, we 
inoculated the animals with 2 × 105 TC-1 cells in the right leg as 
preventive vaccination, each mouse was subcutaneously immunized 
with 30 μg of peptide based on published data, we have built and 
annotated a comprehensive reaction map using CellDesigner 
(supplementary Dataset1). As shown in Figure 3, these hits have low 
Tanimoto similarities (0.13 ~ 0.38, except 25 of 0.421) with the known 
mTOR inhibitors. The three most active compounds (13, 17, and 
40) exhibited Tanimoto similarity values of 0.193, 0.138 and 0.346, 
respectively [128-132]. All these results suggested that these mTOR 
inhibitors discovered in this study are structurally novel. In other words, 
the simple method (e.g., 2D similarity method) cannot discover the 
novel active compounds resulting from the virtual screening strategy 
presented in this study. Chemical structures of the 15 confirmed 
active compounds. To assess the ligand docking therapeutic simulated 
effect on a colouring established tumour expression levels, the TC-1-
targeted ligand based bearing cross docking simulated Neoligand free 
energy derived of the injected mice model were virtually immunized 
subcutaneously with a mixture of a free energy molecular mimetic 
signature of the PBS, IDG, or Pam2IDG on day 14 time dependent 
post- inoculation which identifies and covers feedbacks and cross-
talks among the Pam2IDG mimic inhibitors cascades, the tumour 
free energy package predicted volumes became larger than 2 cm3, 
the simulated cross docking published Neoligand injected simulated 
animal mice model were euthanatized for the prediction of the free 
energy package resulting Cell Designer conserved reaction map 
constitutes a merging ultra multi covalent docking ligand based 
comprehensive and integrated drug like molecule source of chemical 
low mass stochastic genetic ligand based repeated information 
concerning the active roles of the MAPK pharmacophore connected 
network in simulated map cell fate decision, taking into account more 
druggable specificity factors [133-138]. To deplete the estimated total 
entropy of the pharmacological hyper molecule treated macrophages, 
the simulated computer-aided designed Neoligand injected mice 
model were i.p. injected with 10 μg of cytokine factor on day time 
depended 13 post- tumor highly conserved inoculation where the in 
silico generated cross reaction patway driven map can be separately 
directly used by biologists and chemist modellers to get a multi-
reacted iterative pharmacophoric scaffold with more information 
about the reported druggable phenomena to diminish the elucidated 
IL-10, IL-12 immunosuppressive simulated inhibitory multi covalent 
druggale annotated effect on the known similarity fixed simulated 
Neoligand injected free energy irradiated predicted mice model which 
were i.p. injected with 200 μg of 1B1.3a antibody (BioLegend) to block 
the IL-10 receptor on day 13 post-tumour inoculation. To inhibit 
the intrametastatic high free energy fitness scoring conserved Cox-2 
pathway in silico, the simulated hyper Neoligand pre-targeted animal 
mice model were i.p. [139-145] injected with 0.5 mg/kg Celecoxib 
(Sigma) three reaction map kinase times in a week from day 14 to 
day 24 post- tumour minimized inoculation which can also be used 
for ligand and drug based visualizations of high-throughput virtual 

screening data (e.g. by automatically colorings Pam2IDG mimic 
inhibitors components based on expression active compounds levels) 
derived from different cell pathway conditions, for example in order 
to identify differentially expressed multi-dynamic three dimensional 
drug like components Figure 5.

Construction of a logical Drug discovery strategies on the prediction 
of Toll-like receptor (Pam2IDG) peptide ligand domains.

The regulatory motif based fragment like ligand based network was 
particularly merged into activated hydrogen bond inhibitory drug like 
activated fragments and then fragmented and recored into converted 
into a multi systemic logical model, where the local proximity basis 
activity state of each conserved based pharmacophporic ligand 
component (meta-node) which post-inoculated represented by a 
cytoplasm based Boolean nucleus reaction variable (taking the values 
0 or 1). A few meta compartment meta-nodes were localized and 
provisionally associated with multileveled pharmacophporic variables 
where This validated drug synergy model stable state is thus predefined 
consistent with advanced published drug existed treatment knowledge 
about molecular dynamic states in actively merging pharmacophoric 
scaffolds0 [146-149]. This predicted combinatorial featured 
pharmacophoric workflow model also complied with validated 
newly discovered preconfigured drug discovery middle results from 
published small molecule perturbation experiments resulting into a 
logical diagonal model, encoded with the an overall drug discovery 
strategy for the pharmacophoric prediction and stable chemical 
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similarity validation of existed drug synergies in advanced cross 
reaction shortest pathway phamacophoric map enumeration features: 
on the (left) the Variable R-drug Group featuring the active definition 
of all the related chemical groups which can be flexibly ligand based 
merged in to the attached pharmacophre domains to predefined 
selected atoms [150-154]. (middle) in order to rationally discover a 
combinatorial drug-peptide-oligonucleotide synergy treatment by 
simulating an exerting inhibition of cancer cell growth, into a newly 
discovered workflow by combining chemical laboratory computational 
and cross reaction experimental analysis to consistently predict and 
validate drug-small molecule synergies between all the Atom Alias 
feature offers the possibility to define a hyper inhibitory molecule for 
preconfigured cross docking experiments Figure 6.
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Figure 5: (A) In this figure the drug-likeness represented growth properties of 15 highly 
ranked ligand cross docking hits were inhibitory tunor assessed indicating that all of these 
fragment active pharmacophre derived inhibitors merged into a multicovalent hyper 
pharmacophore model activating all the motif like regulators of this target in the presence 
of a free energy estimated hyper inhibitory activity. (B), (D) In this section most of the 
Pam2IDG drug-likeness logical formula rules were defined in the molecular regulated 
weights of the ligand targeted hits which may activate the are less than fully known 500 
(except 3 compiled with the conserved number of the merged biological docked of the 
activated hydrogen bond inhibitory activating pharmacophoric donors which are fewer 
than 6 (except 17) and the basis number of the hydrogen bond acceptors is fewer than 
9 (except 6). (C), (A) The predicted octanol/water partition coefficient (QPlogPo/w) of 
the merged multi- targeted compound neoligand is in the acceptable median range i.e., 
−2.0 to 5.5 and −6.3 to 1.5, respectively. Oral drug like activated literature defindof some 
components particular absorption reported index (PHOA) cross docking e-values of 14 
high free energy ranked pharmacophoric hits areto an acceptable range active hype multi 
covalent inhibitory compound presented in this study. In this figure also all obtained 
problematic pharmacophoric ligand like substructures suggested that Pam2IDG Pan 
tumour node presenting Interference active compounds (PAINS)45 based on a conserved 
discrete vector pharmacophoric substructure search in silico druggable computer assisted 
powerful designed containing results. Although the hyper designed featured simulated 
hyper inhibitory compound 6 contains two benzene rhodanine conserved motif represented 

pharmacophoric substructure from iGEMDOCKPAINS, showing a high total binding 
energy inhibitory activity against mTOR- Pam2IDG. All of these node stae iterative 
cross docking and pharmacopric merging results suggested that the novel global fixed 
complex peptide-ligand attractors generated Pam2IDG- mTOR inhibitors identified in the 
present multilevel experimental drug discovery study provided published pertubations 
target inhibition valuable alternatives for further high free energy binding ligand pocket 
optimize drug-lead optimization. (A), (B), (C) This map encompasses 3232 Pam2IDG 
species (proteins, genes, peptide-protein complexes, other small like molecules) and 
1657 cross binding reactions involved in the three simulated regulatory graph defined 
proliferating experiment stable states which most extensively simple documented on 
Pam2IDG-MAPK tumor event cascades (Mtor, ERK, Pam2IDG, JNK, p38). To elucidate 
the therapeutic simulated hyper inhibitory ligand effect, the tumor simulated macrophage 
TC-1-bearing simulated multicovalent hyper merged generated cross-docked Neoligand 
experimental observed injected mice model were simulated a immunization represented 
attractor protocol compared to the free energy prediction status on subcutaneously model 
experiment observation as quidelines for the Pam2IDG on day 7 post-inoculation aiming 
at the implement of a low stochastic reaction stable mappings for the in sioico generation 
of a virtual reaction fragment ligand based map which takes into account multi- conserved 
signals propagating from different major calinbrate stimuli, such as ligand targeted growth 
factors, model active cytokines, fitness scoring antisense binding molecules with lead to 
the inhibitory effect activation of tor-MAPKs and their downstream Pam2IDG targets.
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Understanding of the structure–activity relationships and silico 
drug discovery of (Pam2IDG) hyperinhibitors.

Comprehensive experimental consideration of experimental 
predicted compound activities of the tested model compounds (1–
32) and predicted cytotoxic presented activities of modified merged 
compounds (1A–1R, 2A–2R,7A–7R and 8A–8R, Figs. 1, ,4,4, ,5,5, 
,6)6) against the predicted motif like peptide-protein complexes 
were successfully constructed with their descriptor values performed 
to understand the SAR in silico simulations predictions of hyper 
inhibitor synergies on a VI. [155-160] B Building Python-Based as 
computational inhibitory simulations of the fragmented (Pam2IDG) 
pharmacophoric mimetic agonistic agent on multi-pharmacophore 
di-palmitic peptide like chemical structure comprising free energy 
calculations on simulated of cytoscape generate annotated ELISPOT 
assay which were performed in order to assess combinations of 
inhibitions for synergy showing the systematic inhibition of seven 
model nodes and their 21 pairwise combinations where seven nodes 
(labelled with thick borders in Fig 1) Figure 7.
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Figure 6: (A) Rationale for inhibition of PD-1/PD-L1 complex formation by BMS-202. 
(A) BMS-202 induced PD-L1 dimer and PD-1/PD-L1 complex were superimposed such 
that a single molecule of PD-L1 (model A) within the BMS-202 (yellow) induced dimer 
(blue ribbon- model A, green surface – model B) was superposed with PD- L1 molecule 
(not shown) within PD-1/PD-L1 complexh (PD-1 shown as red ribbon). Model B within 
PD-L1 dimer and PD-1 do not overlay perfectly (are In this figure loading capabilities 
of a generic pharmacophore map reaction for the the advanced reaction multiple linear 
regression enumeration were evaluated from small ligand merged MDL RXN structure 
ligand files. (B), (C), The sketched synergistic interaction generic reaction performances 
contains three combinatorial different generic groups formulations labelled X, Y and 
Z. Repeateltly inversed pharmacophortic Group × defines a novel identified Variable 
hierarchical computed presented challenging RGroup which can freely nodely attach to 
all small simulated enabled atoms of the linked pharmacophore aromatic rings. The Atom 
Alias group. Identification of the (Pam2IDG)-EZH2 complex were applied on trajectory 
attractors comprising unique response inhibitory large potential pharmacophoroic dataset 
as a therapeutic multi pairing node targetfor for a HCC treatment. To identify possible 
candidate pharmacophoric docking interacted genes essential for the generation of a 
cascade HCC event pathogenesis, we analyzed more components to allow asynchronous 
simulation and extensive active pharmacophore characterization which was sufficiently 
observed in the presence of the five multi merged inhibitors against a wide range gene 
expression antisense conserved genetic profiles between normal and tumour liver 
tissues from three published microarray chip-dna datasets. The change in asses unique 
volume-constraint combination energy is repeatedly compressed model preserving 
evaluated selected which was obtained according to the state transition unique attractor: 
ΓH vol =H new vol −H old vol (8), where graphs in a large hierarchical model ν(σ(i')) 
and ν(σ(i)) denote potential explosion iteratively the volumes of the generalized virtual 
cells containing the pharmacophoric druggable small molecule source and interaction 
experiment target pixels, respectively.
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Figure 7: Cross in parallel docking based fragment ligand QSAR 4D as simulated in 
this figure provides better fitness scoring than traditional performed single conformer 
structure based 3D on relative QSAR techniques. (A) In this figure is also demonstrated in 
the following paradigms and docking hyper ligand (B), (C), (D) sections based on protein-
peptide-ligand binding scoring interactions of the peptide-protein complex analysis with 
hyper neo-ligand designed (G), (F) as it can be seen from Fig. 6, the complex binding 
energy function able result obtained from the dividing computationally large compound 
pathway frequency driven fragment based docking simulation has proved that the merged 
pharmacophoric output compound comprising top high free energy binding interactions 
of 856Kcal/Mol/A with residues ARG225 and ASP392 which were fully consistent with 
the employed previous quantum mechanical accurate report since the general predicted 
structure of the designed pharmacophoric Neoligand quantum mechanics complemented 
(G), (H), (I), (K) to the shallow binding MM/GBSA pocket analysis of the 36 hit selected 
HA1 with the optimal conformation calculated binding free energy calculated (ΔG) by the 
core structure number of heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms (NHA) for cross ranking docked 
compounds and a neighbourhood cutoff tanimoto pairing analysis of 0.3 which was 
chosen for virtualdrug screening hits selection.343, LE=ΔGNHA.
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Prediction of cytotoxic activities of virtually modified generated 
compounds on a candidate logical Toll-like receptor model.

In order to investigate the effects of structural modification on 
the core structures of triazoles as opened chain (1–15) and closed 
chain (16–32), a series of structural modified compounds (1A–1R, 
2A–2R, 7A–7R and 8A–8R) were virtually constructed based on the 
changing substituents as shown in Fig. 6. The modified compounds 
were drawn, geometrically optimized and calculated to obtain distinct 
sets of important descriptor values of each QSAR models (Additional 
file 2) for subsequently calculation of their predicted activities 
[161-163]. The structurally modified compounds were categorized 
bytheir predicted cytotoxic activities as highly active (pIC50 > 0), 
moderately active (−1 < pIC50 < 0) and weakly to inactive (pIC50 
< −1) (Prachayasittikul et al. 2014). The predicted cytotoxic activity 
(pIC50) of modified compound series are shown in Additional file 3. 
Reduced logical model obtained by semi- automated reduction of the 
comprehensive logical model a VI. C toll like receptor drug agonist by 
Cell-Type-Oscillator on simulated VI. D model on two-Dimensional 
foam-flow simulation of potential complex attractors which are 
challenging because of the combinatorial explosion of states for large 
logical models. To cope with this problem, we used a model reduction 
method to obtain a compressed model preserving the selected drug 
targets and compacted the state transition graphs in a hierarchical 
manner to add a caricature of oscillatory gene expression to our cell-
sorting simulation so that simulated cells exchange types every 100 
MCS for the implementation of the changes of fragment-based cell 
type environment [164-166].

Discussions
In this scientific article more in silico biological simulation analysis 

were performed for the motif based identifications on logical modeling 
simulations on Pam2IDG- pharmacophore mimetic inhibitions as 
revealed in the Figure1. Even though a Anti-Cancer Ranking system 
Synergy generated (RACS) on the ligand simulated Pam2IDG free 
energy Trend shape. antitumor immunity as shown in the Figure 2 
which can be induced by a TLR2 hyper mimetic short linear peptide 
mimetic agonist-conjugated on homology long sequence peptides, as 
a ant-tumor multi- targeted pharmacophoric agent for an antitumor 
treatment which may efficiently eliminate all large potential tumours 
subset of related pan-tumour conserved variants revealing one of 
the major hyper ligand solution to overcome all obstacles in the in 
silico drug discovery of anti-cancer immunotherapy. Moreover in this 
scientific article Virtual screened transition graphs were generated 
to improve the simulated Pam2IDG immunization logical system 
inhibitors as innovative Workflow Developments on the computer 
assisted generation of a hyper anti- tumor ligand which comprising 
(Pam2IDG) peptide inhibitor regulatory constructed graph domains 
encompassing key signaling pathways as shown in the Figure 3. 
Finally, we managed to simulate a structural novelty and drug- 
likeness analysis of the confirmed stochastic block model Pam2IDG 
mimic inhibitors which.is based on the simulated recruitment of a 
predicted free energy package signature in tumor-infiltrated pathways 
of short potent immunosuppressive active small ligands as indicated 
in the Figure 4. Construction of a logical Drug discovery strategies 
on the prediction of Toll-like receptor (Pam2IDG) peptide ligand 
domains. Understanding of the structure–activity relationships 
and silico drug discovery of (Pam2IDG) fragment based structured 
hyperinhibitors led us to the more sophisticated comprehensive 
experimental consideration of multi-targeted experimental predicted 
compound inhibitory activities of the tested model compounds 
(1–32) with less predicted cytotoxic presented activities of modified 
merged compounds as shown to the figures (1A–1B, 2A–2B, 7A–7B 
and 8A–8B, Figs.1,,4,4,,5,5,6)6). Additionally transitiona graphs 
were generated based on the structural novelty and drug-likeness 

block model analysis of the confirmed hyperinhibitor stochastic 
block modellings where Pam2IDG mimic inhibitors compared to the 
chemical structures of 15 selected phamracophoric assigned active 
pharmacophoric comprising small molecules with potential immune 
escape mechanisms. Treg differentiated simulated cell populations 
were demonstratyed and then computer assisted identified in 
this section for the evaluation of the novelty of these top high free 
energy ranked highly conserved compound hits as key small 
ligands for the activation of the T cell directly by increasing the energy 
interactive antigen-specific CTLs with respect to the post simulated 
known Pam2IDG-mTOR kinase complex inhibitors. Pairwise 
Tanimoto similarity co-efficient modeling were also performed for 
the prediction of the synergistically pharmacophoric phenomenon 
between these phenotypically simulated differentially expressed 
hits and the generated hyperlinked conserved pharmacophoric 
scaffold for the de- activation of the mTOR- Pam2IDG inhibitors 
obtained from ChEMBL (IC50 < 10 μM, Figure 3A). Virtual screened 
ransition graphs were also represented to improve the simulated 
Pam2IDG immunization logical system inhibitors based on Workflow 
Developments for the antigen-specific pharmacophoric combined 
(Pam2IDG) peptide hyper-inhibitor regulatory constructed graph   
domains encompassing key signalling pathways on the AGS cells 
harbour mutations basis  in numerous genes encoding key signalling 
components known to be deregulated in gastric adenocarcinoma, 
for instance components of MAPK, PI3K, Wnt/β-catenin and NF-
κB pathways. Finally a anti-Cancer ranking system synergy (RACS) 
was simulated for the identification of the active pharmacophoric 
domains of the selected top hit ligand compounds based on a 
tumour-associated immunosuppressive virtual cel modelling for the 
optimization of the merging procedur4es of the selected ligands into 
a simulated Pam2IDG-hyper mimicking free energy Trend shape. 
More scientific efforts have to be delivered in order to generate more 
comprehensive numeric mappings for the visualization and for the 
demonstration of a (Pam2IDG) peptide-domain multi covalent agent 
was generated following a coherence of a logical model by building 
and re-coring more dynamical models covering the inhibitory 
mechanism which was reported as a sustained comprehensive map to 
the (Pam2IDG) -mTOR signalling network. On the other hand more 
Multi-Cell specific contribution simulations and algorithmic broad 
range developments have to be applied for the generation of more 
optimum druggable Toll-like receptor (Pam2IDG) peptide-domain 
targeted with higher free  energy by generating more sophisticated 
pharmacophoric mimetic agonistic agent using the GGH simulated 
computational environment for the detection of evolutionary forces at 
a single conserved amino-acid sites.

Conclusions
A VI.B Building Based Computational Simulation (Pam2IDG) 

pharmacophoric mimetic agonistic agent on di-palmitic peptides 
ELISPOT assay where Multi-Cell Simulations and Development of 
a druggable Toll-like receptor (Pam2IDG) peptide-domain targeted 
by apharmacophoric mimetic agonistic agent here was performed 
using the KNIME Igmedock virtual screening GGH simulation 
small molecule computational biological micro-environment for the 
detection of short linear evolutionary quantum mechanical forces at a 
single active short linear conserved amino-acid sites at our in silico 
analysis which was shown as an attractive tumor model induced 
molecular target for treating HCC. Simulated Cross in parallel docking 
based structure based fragment ligand QSAR 4D analysis as a logical 
biological simulated simulated in this annotated figure which may 
provide better structural modifications on the cytotoxicity and on the 
resulted fitness scoring than traditional performed single conformer 
structure based 3D on relative QSAR techniques. In this scientific 
article it is also demonstrated in the following paradigms and docking 
hyper ligand sections based on four QSAR protein-peptide-ligand 
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important descriptor modeling as an acceptable binding scoring 
interactions of the peptide-protein complex analysis with hyper neo-
ligand designed (G), (F) as it can be seen from Fig. 6, showing that 
the complex binding energy absed on annotated microarray drug- 
gene-peptide analaysis may also provide reliable free energy results 
obtained from the dividing cross docking measured computationally 
large compound library on the proposed reversed short repeated 
pathways. In this scientific article other frequency driven fragment 
simulated based cross docking experimental simulation has proved 
that the merged pharmacophoric output compound comprising 
top high free energy binding interactions of 1856Kcal/Mol/A with 
residues ARG225 and ASP392 affording RCV values ranging from 
0.5678 to 0.8897 and RMSECV ranging from 0.2240 to 0.4906 which 
were fully electro negatively consistent with the employed previous 
quantum mechanical accurate reports since the general predicted 
crystal topological distribution developed formulated structure of 
the newgly designed merged pharmacophoric neoligand reveal more 
quantum mechanic complemented residues as shown in the (G), 
(H), (I), (K) to the shallow binding MM/GBSA pocket analysis. 36 
hit selected HA1 with the optimal conformation calculated binding 
free energy calculated (ΓG) by the core structure number of heavy 
(non- hydrogen) atoms (NHA) for cross ranking docked compounds 
and a neighbourhood cutoff tanimoto pairing analysis of 0.3 which 
was chosen for virtual drug screening hits selection.343, LE=ΓGNHA. 
In this example, we could logicaly calculate the free energy change 
in the simulated ligand peptide docking effective energy locally, i.e., 
by exploring the computation of the mean values with state range of 
the comprehensive logical systemic modeling in merging the visiting 
neighbours of the protein-peptide simulated target of the index 
pharmacophoric fitness scoring chemical copy. Most combinatorial 
simulated inhibitory complex attractor simulated preserving effective 
binding domain ligand based energies are automated predicted 
simulated contained quasi-local, allowing meta node in silico 
experimental annotated microarray analysis finds that MT1 and MT2A 
genes are induced by GSK343, which is associated with its anticancer 
activity as a negative association of EZH2 and MT1/MT2A expression 
is found in cancers including HCC. In this scientific article we also 
demonstrated a rationale predicted simulation for the for inhibition 
of Pam2IDG-mTOR active binding domain complex formation by 
a novel annotated merged pharmaco ligand for the induction of the 
Pam2IDG-BMS-234 conserved pathway and for the parallel induction 
of the Pam2IDG induced PD-L1 dimer homology short linear 
compressed targeted regions. We then generated a Pam2IDG-PD-1/
PD-L1 drug-gene peptide-protein interaction complex which were 
superimposed such that a multi pharmacophoric single molecule 
of the mTOR- PD-L1 merged bio model A within the Pam2IDG-
BMS-202 (yellow) simulated druggable induced dimer (blue carbon 
backbones ribbon-model Fig.4A, grey Poisson Boltzmann surface 
area – logical systemic shortest bio model B) where the compound 
Neoligand was superposed with the Pam2IDG- PD-L1 complex hype 
binding small molecule within the Mtor- -PD-1/PD-L1 complex (PD-
1 shown as grey backbone ribbon). Model B within PD-L1 dimer and 
PD-1 do not overlay perfectly (are In this figure loading capabilities 
of a generic pharmacophore map reaction for the the advanced 
reaction multiple linear regression enumeration were evaluated 
from small ligand merged MDL RXN structure ligand files. (B), (C), 
The sketched synergistic interaction generic reaction performances 
contains three combinatorial different generic groups formulations 
labelled X, Y and Z. repentantly inversed pharmacophortic Group × 
defines a novel identified Variable hierarchical computed presented 
challenging  RGroup which can freely nodely attach to all small 
simulated enabled atoms of the linked pharmacophore aromatic 
rings. The Atom Alias group Identification of the (Pam2IDG)- EZH2 
complex attractors comprising unique response inhibitory large 
potential pharmacophoroic dataset as a therapeutic multi pairing 

node target for for a HCC treatment. To identify possible candidate 
pharmacophoric docking interacted genes essential for the generation 
of a cascade HCC event pathogenesis, we analysed more components 
to allow asynchronous simulation and extensive active pharmacophore 
characterization which was sufficiently observed in the presence of 
the five multi merged inhibitors against a wide range gene expression 
antisense conserved genetic profiles between normal and tumour liver 
tissues from three published microarray chip-dna datasets. The change 
in asses unique volume-constraint combination energy is repeatedly 
compressed model preserving evaluated selected which was obtained 
according to the state transition unique Finally more interactive motif 
based identifications based on logical modelling simulations on the 
mechanistic Pam2IDG-pharmacophore mimetic inhibitions have 
to be delivered as an in silico logical biological experimental model 
which has to be more evaluated for the most accurate performance 
of sensitivity surface estimations based on the characteristic binding 
patterns of the Pam2IDG confirmed hits of the binding identification 
of our interacted hyper sensitive anti-cancer super molecules of the six 
clusters selected hyper inhibitors (13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 37, and 43) of 
the present study.
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